




































































MARGRETHE. Why did he [Heisenberg] come to Copenhagen?
BOHR. Does it matter, my love, now we?re all three of us dead and gone?
MARGRETHE. Some questions remain long after their owners have died. 
Lingering like ghosts. Looking for the answers they never found in life. ???
?
HEISENBERG. Now we?re all dead and gone, yes, and there are only two things 
the world remembers about me. One is the uncertainty principle, and the other is 










????????????????????there?s ambiguity in the play about what 













?????????????????we all reorganise our recollections, consciously or 
unconsciously, as time goes by, to t our changed perceptions of a situation, and no doubt 







?????????One of the forms of indeterminacy touched upon in the play is the 










BOHR. A curious sort of diary memory is.
HEISENBERG. You open the pages, and all the neat headings and tidy jottings 
dissolve around you. 
BOHR. You step through the pages into the months and days themselves.











he[Heisenberg] say? ? ???????????????????????????????
?????????Heisenberg, why did you come to Copenhagen in ?????? ??????
???????????????????????????Why did I[Heisenberg] 




















MARGRETHE. I'm at Tisvilde. I look up from my work. There's Niels in the 
doorway, silently watching me. He turns his head away, and I know at once what's 
happened. 
BOHR. So near, so near! So slight a thing! 
HEISENBERG. Again and again the tiller slams over. Again and again... 
MARGRETHE. Niels turns his head away... 























HEISENBERG. ...e second night, and suddenly there it is ? the terrible familiar 
black tunic emerging from the twilight in front of me. On his lips as I stop ? the 
one terrible familiar word. ?Deserter,? he says. He sounds as exhausted as I am. I 
give him the travel order I?ve written for myself. But there?s hardly enough light 
in the sky to read by, and he?s too weary to bother. He begins to open his holster 
instead. He?s going to shoot me because it?s simply less labour. ... What comes 
into my mind this time is the pack of American cigarettes I?ve got in my pocket. 
... I?m holding it out to him. e most desperate solution to a problem yet. I wait 
while he stands there looking at it, trying to make it out, trying to think, his left 
hand holding my useless piece of paper, his right on the fastening of the holster. 
ere are two simple words in large print on the pack: Lucky Strike. He closes the 





























??????they[two physicists] are not excavating concrete material from the past, they 


















?????????????e past becomes the present inside your head.? ????
???????????????????????????????????
??????????????All we possess is the present, and the present endlessly 
dissolves into the past. ? ?????????Constructions????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????e present is 
the limiting case of the past; history taken to the absurd extreme where, like a tautology, it 















??????????????????????????It?s true, we don?t live in 
the present. What stops us? Some kind of universal character defect? ... Or is the present 
? ??? ?










??????????????...now we?re all three of us dead and gone?? ?????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????Now no one can be hurt, now no one can be betrayed.? ??
????????????????????????????????????














rst came in ???? he was a humble assistant lecturer from a humiliated nation, grateful to 
have a job. Now here you are, back in triumph ? the leading scientist in a nation that?s 
















MARGRETHE. ... but isn?t that really why he?s here? Because he?s burning to let 
us know that he?s in charge of some vital piece of secret research. And that even 
so he?s preserved a lofty moral independence. Preserved it so famously that he?s 
being watched by the Gestapo. Preserved it so successfully that he?s now also got a 





























MARGRETHE. So what was this mysterious thing you said?
HEISENBERG. There?s no mystery about it. There never was any mystery. I 
remember it absolutely clearly, because my life was at stake, and I chose my words 
very carefully. I simply asked you[Bohr] if as a physicist one had the moral right to 



































We had a quite a lot of diculty in the rehearsal room with the time zones in the 
play, incidentally. e cast quite often were confused as to where they were; whether 
they were now in ???? or timeless point in the future. I suppose one?s got to get it 
clear for practical purposes, but it does seem to me to be not a particularly articial 
convention that we do, all of us, live in dierent time zones. In the most ordinary 
way we are remembering things that happened yesterday and things that happened 



















...at each moment as I ploughed through ?now? it was now. ...One moment it?s ?will 
be? and the next it?s ?was?. To say something is is like saying it?s on the border; 
...partly was and partly will be.




















???????these particular shades are exploited for their ability to exist outside of time 
and to oer commentary and response from a position that is itself unaected by dramatic 














HEISENBERG. But in the meanwhile, in this most precious meanwhile, there 
it is. The trees in Faelled Park. Gammertingen and Biberach and Mindelheim. 
Our children and our children?s children. Preserved, just possibly, by that one 
short moment in Copenhagen. By some event that will never quite be located or 
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